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An extremely good read for beginners and advanced English learners alike. For those who have passed the first level, and for
those whose English has become above average at this level. Heaps of interesting examples, phrases, idioms and dialectisms, and
much more. The book "Language in my life" is completely in Russian. As my son says, â€œshe will die without a crossbarâ€�

:)) (The translator is excellent, â€œknowledgeableâ€�, and it is felt. In general, a translator should always be
â€œconsciousâ€�: knowing the nuances of the language in every city, in every country is quite really). The book with the same
title is in English. And more about books. This is a â€œConcise Dictionary of Geographical Terms and Vocabularyâ€� from

eminent translators, compiled by Gregory Slubitel. This book was given to me by Natalia when we were in Montenegro. There it
was written like this: â€œA short word-formation nest of a country-specific dictionary of country-specific vocabulary, compiled

on the basis of field research by native English speakers ...â€� - that is, based on research by native speakers. We tried and
could not read further - due to the fact that we did not understand all the words. Then they read one page, and found that

everything needed to be known there too - because every word was clear anyway. This article about English in Montenegrin did
not fit completely: And this is a dictionary of everyday words (in short) from an article from a translator. This is for the very

beginners. Although I would gladly put a few examples from different articles in a book for my children. "English driving" - in
my opinion, this is the main goal? The tongue tightens up. Read and prepare for an exam. I hinted that I would buy the Linguistic
Dictionary of the English Language and the English-Russian Dictionary for Beginners. But for now, hemorrhoids are with them,
but you donâ€™t want to buy the whole series cheaply. Although "Psychotraining for Rapid Speaking and Writing" is a good

vocabulary exercise for beginners: So in two days I read ten thick books. Do you know that they don't speak English in the Czech
Republic? Here, do not speak! They don't even know what a language is. And in Russian - please, you can say: "Enter the
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